// Discover to Manage: Package Store

Keep your software
portfolio up-to-date
and secure

Client managers, portfolio managers, software packagers and CSOs want quick and
easy access to the latest software versions, application updates and patches to keep
the software portfolio always up to date and eliminate security vulnerabilities as they
occur.

Is software packaging cutting into your
business priorities?
Software packaging might seem simple at first glance, but it poses significant
challenges for many companies. Ensuring compliance with corporate guidelines and
eliminating compatibility issues requires considerable manual effort, professional
coding skills, and repetitive processes.
The result is a costly and resource intensive undertaking. While packaging is essential
to ensuring that your infrastructure is protected from potential security and compatibility issues and that you have continuous access to up-to-date software and apps, it
can cut into your productivity and business priorities.

The future of software provisioning
With our Package Store, you benefit from a new era of software deployment. We
enable you to manage your software portfolio holistically and professionally.
New software versions are available within the shortest possible time. This allows you
to quickly eliminate potential software vulnerabilities in your portfolio or to keep your
software functions reliably and ensuring seamless business processes.
You can quickly and easily configure and generate software packages that are ideally
tailored to your business requirements and your IT environment.
Save time and effort with over 10,000 immediately available software packages.
The packages are compatible with common deployment solutions on the market,
e.g., RMS, MECM (SCCM), Intune, etc., so you can deploy them throughout your IT
environment.
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Added values
• Rapid ROI thanks to attractive
price-performance ratio
• Always keep your software
portfolio up to date
• Close vulnerabilities in your
applications ad hoc
• Minimize your support efforts
through proactive portfolio
management
• Save time and manual effort
with intelligent automatisms
• Unlimited number of monthly
package downloads
• 24/7 access to more than
10,000 software packages

www.packagestore.com

In 4 steps to a deployable software package

Choose your
packages

Download
your packages

Deploy your
packages

Generate
your packages

Benefit from countless added values

Unlimited number of
package downloads

Daily new software
versions

Compatible with all deployment solutions

More than 10,000 immediately
available software packages are
accessible in the Store.

New software versions are available in
the Package Store shortly after their
vendor release.

All packages are compatible with
common software deployment
solutions.

Individually
configurable

No packaging
know-how required

More than 20 years of
industry experience

Using the RayPackage configurator,
you can configure and generate your
packages individually.

Create your software packages
without any prior knowledge or
scripting skills.

Benefit from more than 20 years of
experience that contributes to the
Package Store.

Contact us
For more information, call our sales team at +49 5251/54009-0 or write to sales@raynet.de.
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